
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE MARKET

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

INTRODUCTION

Seller tools enable efficient listing and management of pricing and availability.•

Sellers are provided full transparency, including markup details.•
Each transaction includes single event insurance covering general and liquor liability.•

Inventory can be marketed as individual tickets within suites or entire private 
suites, with or without disclosing specific seating locations.

•

SuiteHop is the first online marketplace built for the unique requirements of the stadium 
and arena luxury suite market, which has a need for efficient suite access backed up by 
expert service. For teams and suite owner partners, SuiteHop’s value added resale platform 
and services make reaching new suite buyers easier than ever, while providing a trusted 
resource to sell more suites online. 
Teams and venues are invited to list their available inventory for free by completing a short online 
seller application at: www.suitehop.com/sell-your-suite.
The SuiteHop.com online marketplace launched in July 2014, and is based in Denver, Colorado 
with regional offices in Atlanta, Georgia and Dallas, Texas.  The management team has over 40 
years’ combined experience in the luxury seating market, having generated over $125 million 
dollars in ticket sales, including $20 million in suite specific sales.  

Through SuiteHop, sellers with underutilized or unsold suite inventory can reach new sources of 
buyers with a channel partner approach to sales and service: 

Following the sale of a suite, SuiteHop provides all aspects of customer service from ticket 
distribution to finalizing catering and in-suite services.  Market trends, sales and buyer data are 
shared with team partners who may choose to remarket suite services directly to SuiteHop 

Consumers expect a transparent and efficient process for identifying options and making 
purchases of all kinds.  Aggregators of underutilized assets have emerged in myriad industries, 
leveraging technology to create systems and marketplaces that benefit both asset owners and 
those seeking access.  AirBnB has succeeded with accommodation booking, Uber with localized 
transportation, StubHub with traditional event ticketing, Amazon with consumer products of all 
kinds.  Luxury event access is no different. 

SuiteHop fulfills a previously unmet need by providing suite owners a new path to monetize 
valuable suite assets, while buyers gain unprecedented access to luxury seating.

www.SuiteHop.com 1-844-SuiteHop (784-8346)


